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Preliminary Geologic Compilation Map of the Central Portion of Oregon

This geologic map was funded in part by the USGS National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program. Additional funding was provided by the USGS Project: Preliminary National Geologic Map of the United States. The compilation consists of a spatial database of geographic information system (GIS) files and was produced using MapInfo GIS software v 8.0.

The digital files used to prepare this map have been published separately as Oregon Digital line data series OGDC-3, CD-ROM.

NOTICE

Although the series of subsurface编 программы and associated data sets are provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, the USGS and its contributors shall not be held liable for any damages, including, without limitation, general, special, indirect, or consequential damages arising in any way out of the use of these data and associated data release, including liability on behalf of authorized or unauthorized users, on the part of the USGS and its contributors.

To help make sense of this large number of units, the authors have assigned each original unit description a unique identifier. An index map is included that lists the identifiers and their corresponding unit names. The index map also includes a key that lists the author of each unit description, and the year in which it was published. The index map also includes a key that lists the author of each unit description, and the year in which it was published.
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